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INTRODUCTION 
 
Since it covers the entire process of adult learning, adult education for the profession of tailor is 
intended for the acquisition of qualifications and training for employment, having the right for 
free development of personality and for active citizenship. It primarily has the task to prepare 
students for direct work in the textile industry, as well as in craft workshops in times of social, 
market, technological and other changes. It is based on modern knowledge of andragogical 
science and educational technology as well as all the values of adult education in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina and in the world. 
 
 

1. TITLE AND DEGREE OF COMPLEXITY OF THE PROFESSION 
 
Title of the profession: Tailor 
 
Degree of complexity of the profession: III degree of secondary school 
 
Basis for program development: Curriculum developed using modular methodology for 
professions determined by the Classification of Professions with Vocational Competences in 
Secondary Vocational Education in Bosnia and Herzegovina from 2004. 
 
 

2. AIMS OF THE PROGRAM 
 

 
- Acquisition of general and professional knowledge, skills and competencies required for work 
in the profession 
- Enabling students to use different sources of knowledge and information 
- Developing motivation to work 
- Encouraging continuous professional development and development of critical thinking 
- Development of creative abilities, creativity and communication skills 
- Building positive personality traits such as: work habits, perseverance, systematicity, 
orderliness, accuracy, precision, responsibility, sense of independence and teamwork 
- Developing cultural, ethical and aesthetic habits of students 
- Strengthening awareness of belonging to a particular cultural space, understanding and 
openness to other cultures 
- Developing engaged responsibility for oneself, other people, the natural and social 
environment. 
 
 

3. KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND COMPETENCES 
 

- has theoretical and practical knowledge of textile fibers and textile raw materials; 
- can handle various machines used in the textile industry and service 
industries; 
- knows the basic electromechanical elements of machines in the textile industry; 
- has knowledge of basic economic laws, organizational forms of 
production and division of labor in the textile industry; 
- knows the main production technologies represented in the production of textiles; 
- possesses the technological knowledge necessary to acquire the skills and habits required to 
make clothing in an industrial and craft manner; 
- uses machines, tools and accessories for processing and making items in textiles; 



 
 

- creates basic models, constructs designs and performs all technological process operations; 
- capable of independent and group work; 
- possesses basic computer literacy in the profession 
 

4, JOB DESCRIPTION 
 
Tailors make suits, dresses, uniforms and various other clothes from textiles, natural 
or artificial leather and fur according to a previously created model. They perform construction 
preparation, cut according to patterns, sew and finish clothes. The final products of tailors are 
clothing, bedding, knitwear, tablecloths, etc. Tailors can work in industrial plants or in craft 
workshops. Tailors employed in the industry make clothes for a wide market. They often 
specialize in one or more work operations. Tailors in 
craft workshops work for the narrower market or by order. 
They usually make tailor-made clothes, and repair and remake sewn clothes as needed. They 
perform all the described stages of work on a particular product, including taking a measure and 
one or more rehearsals before completing the course. 
There is a lot of manual work in the craft tailoring workshop, while in the industry, work on 
machines predominates. The tailor uses various materials and accessories, e.g. fabrics of different 
composition, leather, fur, thread, buttons, zippers and ornaments. 
Depending on the stage of work, he/she uses different tools and machines: needles, scissors, 
tailor's meter, iron, triangle, ruler, test dummy, sewing machine, hole making machine, hemming 
machine, electric cutting knife, ironing machine and tailoring machine. 
 

5. CONDITIONS FOR ENROLLMENT, PROGRESS AND COMPLETION OF 
THE PROGRAM  

Conditions for enrollment in the program of acquiring secondary education: 
 
- completed primary school; 
- 15 years of age. 
- 
Conditions for enrollment in the qualification-requalification program: 
 
- completed high school; 
- 15 years of age. 
- 
For students who enroll in the qualification program, the certificates, curricula and programs of 
the type of school they have previously completed will be inspected, and the following will be 
determined: 
 
- differences and additions to the general education content that the student should take; 
- differences and additions to the professional content that the student should take; 
- practical part of the classes that the student needs to do. 
 
Before the beginning, each student receives a decision on the difference of the exam, which 
shows which subjects and educational content are recognized and which subjects and educational 
content are included in the program of continuing education or qualification. 
 
According to this program for adult education, the student progresses in such a way that 
he/sheacquires the possibility of taking the next grade only if he/she has successfully completed 
the previous grade. 
 



The student has completed the Adult Education Program for the profession of technician fashion 
designer if he/she has successfully completed all three grades and passed the final exam. 
 
 
 

CURRICULUM 
 

Profession: TEXTILES AND LEATHER 
Occupation: Tailor 
 

No. Course title TOTAL CLASSES 
 
 

A. General education courses 
 

I II III  
T P T P T P 

1. Bosnian language and literature 
Serbian language and literature 
Croatian language and literature 

35  35  30  

2. Foreign language 35  35  30  
3. History 35      
4. Mathematics 35  35    
5. Physical education 35  35  30  
6. Informatics 35      
7. Chemistry 35      
8. Democracy and Human rights     30  
 TOTAL A: 245  140  90  
 B. Professional and theoretical courses       
1. Textile fibers  35      
2. Textile technology  35  35    
3. Clothing construction and modeling 35  35  30  
4. Aesthetic design   35  30  
5. Clothing technology 35  35    
6. Fundamentals of entrepreneurship   35    
7. Other forms of classes *       
8. Project of the week **       
 TOTAL B: 140  175  60  
  C. Practical classes       

1. Practical classes  210  420  540
 TOTAL C:  210  420  540
       D: Elective and mandatory courses 

*** 
      

1. Islamic Religious Studies 18  18  15  

2. Catholic Religious Studies 18  18  15  
3. Orthodox Religious Studies 18  18  15  
4. Ethics 18  18  15  
 TOTAL D: 18   18   15   
 TOTAL A+B+C+D: 403 210 333 420 165 540
 IN TOTAL: 613 753 705 

 
*- Up to 2 classes per week in accordance with the Law 
** - Planned by the Annual Work Plan in accordance with the Law 
***- A student opts for one of the offered subjects 


